Predictability of spatial and non-spatial target properties improves perception in the pre-saccadic interval.
In a dual-task paradigm with a perceptual discrimination task and a concurrent saccade task, we examined participants' ability to make use of prior knowledge of a critical property of the perceptual target to improve discrimination. Previous research suggests that during a short time window before a saccade, covert attention is imperatively directed towards the saccade target location. Consequently, discrimination of perceptual targets at the saccade target location is better than at other locations. We asked whether the obligatory pre-saccadic attention shift prevents perceptual benefits arising for perceptual target stimuli with predictable as opposed to non-predictable properties. We compared conditions in which the color or location of the perceptual target was constant to conditions in which those properties varied randomly across trials. In addition to the expected improvements of perception at the saccade target location, we found perception to be better with constant than with random properties of the perceptual target. Thus, color or location information about an upcoming perceptual target facilitates perception even while spatial attention is shifted to the saccade target. The improvement occurred irrespective of the saccade target location, which suggests that the underlying mechanism is independent of the pre-saccadic attention shift, but alternative interpretations are discussed as well.